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Fitch Affirms 19 UK Banking Groups; off RWN
Fitch Ratings - London - 20 December 2019:
Fitch Ratings has affirmed the Long-Term Issuer Default Ratings (IDR) of 19 UK banks and some of their
subsidiaries. Their IDRs have been removed from Rating Watch Negative (RWN). All have been assigned
Stable Outlooks, except Metro Bank Plc, which is on Negative Outlook. Other ratings are unaffected.
The affected banks are Bank of Ireland (UK) Plc, Barclays plc, Close Brothers Group PLC, The Co-operative
Bank p.l.c, Coventry Building Society, HSBC Holdings plc, Investec Bank plc, Leeds Building Society, Lloyds
Banking Group plc, Nationwide Building Society, Paragon Banking Group PLC, Principality Building Society,
The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc, Santander UK Group Holdings plc, Skipton Building Society, Tesco
Personal Finance Group PLC, Virgin Money UK Plc, and Yorkshire Building Society.
Today's rating action reflects Fitch's view that the UK will now leave the EU in an orderly manner on 31 January
2020 with a withdrawal agreement in place and that the short-term risk of a disruptive 'no-deal' Brexit, has
reduced. It follows Fitch's decision to remove the RWN and to affirm the 'AA' Long-Term IDR on the UK
sovereign on 17 December 2019 (see Fitch Affirms the UK at 'AA'; Off Rating Watch Negative; Outlook
Negative).
Fitch believes a reduction in Brexit uncertainty could bring a short-term boost to growth but that a more lasting
benefit from plans to increase public investment will depend on how effectively this is targeted.
We consider that most UK banks have faced the challenges connected with Brexit from a position of strength
and that these banks' ratings would remain resilient to a moderate deterioration in UK economic growth. Most
UK banks are well-capitalised, with impaired loans at cyclical lows, and with sound liquidity buffers. Pressure on
net profitability, particularly in the last quarter due to PPI-related customer redress but also competitive
pressures on lending margins, is being addressed with cost-cutting measures. The factors that underpin banks'
Viability Ratings (VR) and hence, either directly or indirectly, the IDRs, are mostly stable, which drives the
Stable Outlooks.
The Negative Outlook on Metro Bank reflects continued risks to its business model and strategy caused by
pressures on its earnings and growth ambitions.
The UK sovereign rating remains on Negative Outlook as, among other considerations, the risk of a disruptive
'cliff-edge' departure by the UK at end-2020 from its trading relationship with the EU has not disappeared.
Consistent with our opinion when we placed the banks' Long-Term IDRs on RWN in March and depending on
the economic fallout we believe we would be more likely to assign Negative Outlooks to some or all banks than
to downgrade them in the event of a disruptive 'cliff-edge' departure by the UK.
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Key Rating Drivers

METRO BANK PLC
The RWNs have been removed from Metro Bank's ratings because the short-term risk of a disruptive 'no-deal'
Brexit has reduced. The Negative Outlook reflects challenges to its business model, which requires growth to
become profitable, a stable retail deposit base but more confidence-sensitive wholesale funding, satisfactory
capitalisation and good asset quality.
The bank is yet to reveal a new strategy and is undergoing leadership changes. A strategy with lower growth
ambitions than in the past should be helpful for the bank's ability to preserve capital ratios, although it is yet
unclear to what extent the strategy will delay the achievement of the bank's earnings targets, and whether the
associated change in business mix will be significant. We believe that the heightened uncertainty around Metro
https://www.fitchratings.com/site/pr/10106117
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Bank's funding and liquidity, as well as a no-deal Brexit, have subsided as the bank has managed to raise the
needed amount of non-preferred debt to meet its 2020 requirements, and deposit outflows have been
stemmed.
The senior debt ratings of Metro Bank are rated in line with its IDR and its subordinated debt, one notch below
its VR to reflect below-average recovery expectations.
BANK OF IRELAND (UK) PLC (BOI UK)
BOI UK's ratings reflect a modest franchise in the UK, acceptable asset quality and profitability, somewhat
constrained by a narrow business model, and sound reported capital ratios.
BARCLAYS PLC, BARCLAYS BANK PLC, BARCLAYS BANK UK PLC, BARCLAYS BANK IRELAND,
BARCLAYS CAPITAL INC
Barclays plc's ratings reflect our view that progress made on the group's restructuring and resolving legacy
conduct matters will allow for a normalisation of earnings and maintenance of capital in line with that of peers
and the group's targets. The group's sound capitalisation, funding, liquidity and asset quality are supportive of
the ratings.
The IDRs of its two main operating banks, Barclays Bank Plc and Barclays Bank UK Plc, are based on their
standalone credit profiles, but include the benefit of ordinary support from the group through continued capital
and funding support, as well as benefits of common management, strategy and systems. They also reflect the
availability of sufficient qualifying junior debt to protect senior creditors in case of failure.
The Long- Term IDRs of Barclays Bank Ireland, the Irish subsidiary housing EU business, and of Barclays
Capital Inc, the US broker-dealer, are equalised with their parent Barclays Bank Plc's IDR, which reflects our
view of an extremely high likelihood of support.
CLOSE BROTHERS GROUP PLC AND CLOSE BROTHERS LIMITED
The ratings of this group and its main operating subsidiary bank reflect the group's strong record of
performance through economic cycles and sound capitalisation, which mitigate the group's appetite for higherrisk lending.
COVENTRY BUILDING SOCIETY
Coventry's ratings reflect the society's fairly undiversified business model, consistent strategy focused on
overall low-risk mortgage lending, and healthy asset quality, albeit with low allowances against impaired loans
compared with peers'. Underlying profitability has weakened in recent years, reflecting competitive pressures
on asset yields, combined with increased investment spending. Capitalisation remains broadly commensurate
with risk due to the low-risk nature of the society's loan book and steady internal capital generation. Funding
benefits from a fairly stable retail customer base, and we assess the society's liquidity as strong.
THE CO-OPERATIVE BANK P.L.C.
The Co-operative Bank p.l.c.'s ratings primarily reflect the vulnerability of the bank's capital to continued losses.
It also incorporates heightened execution risk as the bank continues to restructure amid economic uncertainty
and competitive pressures in the market. The ratings also reflect the improvements the bank has been making
on its risk controls and its resilient franchise.
HSBC HOLDINGS PLC (HSBC), HSBC BANK PLC, HSBC UK BANK PLC, HSBC LATIN AMERICA
HOLDINGS (UK) LIMITED, THE HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING CORPORATION LIMITED (HKSB)
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HSBC's ratings are based on Fitch's assessment of the consolidated group, which reflects the operations of the
holding company's banking subsidiaries. The ratings of HSBC reflect its presence in key global markets, which
enables to group to offer products and services to its clients globally. Fitch believes that the decision to
restructure some of the group's operation highlights challenges to the business model but expects the group's
diversified businesses and global franchise to continue to enable HSBC to generate sound earnings, in line with
similarly rated peers'. The ratings also reflect HSBC's strong asset quality and are underpinned by
capitalisation, while funding and liquidity remain a rating strength.
The Long-Term IDRs of HSBC Bank plc, HSBC UK Bank plc and HSBC Latin America Holdings (UK) Limited
are aligned with those of their ultimate parent HSBC and are based on our assessment of the likelihood that
each would receive extraordinary support from HSBC, if needed. The Long-Term IDR of HKSB is one notch
above its VR to reflect sufficient qualifying junior debt buffers and the high level of senior debt issued by HSBC,
which we believe could be deployed to HKSB if needed.
INVESTEC BANK PLC
Investec Bank plc's ratings are underpinned by the bank's diversified business model, improving asset quality
metrics, healthy capitalisation and a strong liquidity position. The ratings also factor in continued, albeit
reduced, appetite for lending to higher-risk sectors and asset classes.
LLOYDS BANKING GROUP PLC (LBG), LLOYDS BANK PLC, BANK OF SCOTLAND PLC, HBOS PLC,
LLOYDS BANK CORPORATE MARKETS PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY (LBCM), LLOYDS BANK
CORPORATE MARKETS WERTPAPIERHANDELSBANK GMBH (LBCMW)
LBG's VR is underpinned by the group's strong domestic retail franchise, above-sector average profitability,
solid capitalisation and funding, and a moderate risk appetite. The Long-Term IDRs of LBG, Lloyds Bank and
Bank of Scotland are one notch above their VRs because Fitch believes that LBG's buffer of qualifying junior
debt is sufficiently large to recapitalise the bank after a resolution without imposing losses on senior creditors.
The IDRs of HBOS, LBCM, and LBCMW are based on our view that institutional support from LBG is highly
likely. Their IDRs are equalised with LBG's VR as opposed to LBG's IDR to reflect insufficient certainty that the
non-ring-fenced banks' senior creditors would benefit from LBG's qualifying junior debt buffer in a resolution of
the group. This is primarily because we believe that in a resolution of the group, the resolution authority's main
objective would be the protection of senior creditors of LBG's ring-fenced bank.
LEEDS BUILDING SOCIETY
Leeds' ratings reflect the society's profitability, good asset quality, albeit with an appetite for higher-risk
specialist mortgages, solid capitalisation, and stable funding and liquidity. They also reflect the limited franchise
of Leeds and the concentration of its business model on the UK housing market.
NATIONWIDE BUILDING SOCIETY
Nationwide's ratings reflect the society's strong franchise in UK mortgage lending, conservative risk appetite as
well as a sound financial profile with healthy asset quality. Funding, liquidity and capitalisation are sound. The
ratings also take into account the society's fairly undiversified business model, which is weighted towards
domestic mortgages and savings, which while pan-UK, is undiversified compared with higher rated international
peers' and constrain the society's ratings.
PARAGON BANKING GROUP PLC
Paragon's ratings reflect a fairly stable business model, sound franchise in buy-to-let mortgages and consistent
performance track record. Its asset quality has remained reasonably stable through the economic cycle. The
group maintains its capitalisation and leverage with satisfactory buffers over regulatory minimum levels. The
https://www.fitchratings.com/site/pr/10106117
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ratings also reflect the group's limited diversification by industry, geography and revenue, as well as an
increasing appetite for higher-risk lending.
PRINCIPALITY BUILDING SOCIETY
Principality's ratings reflect strong asset quality indicators, conservative underwriting standards, capitalisation
and leverage that are commensurate with the society's risk profile, and a stable funding and liquidity profile. The
ratings also reflect an undiversified business model, Principality's overall small size and modest market
franchise and slightly weaker cost efficiency compared with peers'.
THE ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND GROUP PLC (RBSG); ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND PLC (RBS);
NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK PLC (NATWEST BANK); NATWEST MARKETS PLC; ULSTER BANK
LIMITED; ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND INTERNATIONAL LIMITED; NATWEST MARKETS SECURITIES
INC; NATWEST MARKETS NV; ULSTER BANK IRELAND DESIGNATED ACTIVITY COMPANY (UBI DAC)
RBSG's ratings reflect the group's strong capitalisation and funding and liquidity, as well as moderate, albeit
improving, profitability and asset quality. Fitch assigns a common VR to RBS and NatWest Bank because these
UK operating banks, which are part of the domestic ring-fenced group, are highly integrated with respect to
capital, funding and liquidity, management and strategy and are large compared with group assets. The
common VR of the ring-fenced banks and that of RBSG are at the same level because we believe that their risk
profiles are very similar and highly correlated.
NatWest Bank's, RBS's and Ulster Bank Limited's Long-Term IDRs are rated one notch above the group's
common VR because of a sufficient buffer of qualifying junior debt, plus internal structurally subordinated senior
debt.
The IDRs of NatWest Markets Plc, NatWest Markets Securities Inc., NatWest Markets N.V. and Royal Bank of
Scotland International Limited are equalised with their ultimate parent RBSG's IDRs to reflect a very high
likelihood of support if needed. Ulster Bank Limited's IDR is equalised with direct parent NatWest Bank's,
reflecting a very high likelihood of support.
UBI DAC's Long-Term IDR is one notch below RBSG's because the subsidiary operates in a different country;
contribution to RBSG's core businesses has been weak to date and likely to remain modest.
SANTANDER UK GROUP HOLDINGS PLC (SGH), SANTANDER UK PLC (SAN UK) AND SANTANDER
FINANCIAL SERVICES PLC (SFS)
SGH's ratings reflect the group's conservative risk appetite, a solid retail banking franchise, moderate impaired
loans, adequate capitalisation, and a stable funding and liquidity profile. It also considers a less diversified
business, slightly weaker profitability metrics than similarly rated peers' and above-average leverage. The LongTerm IDR and senior debt ratings of SGH's main banking subsidiary, San UK, are one notch higher than its VR
because it benefits from a buffer of qualifying junior debt , which, in our opinion, is sufficient to restore San UK's
viability without affecting external senior creditors should the group enter resolution.
SFS's IDRs are based on support and are equalised with those of SGH.
SKIPTON BUILDING SOCIETY
Skipton's ratings reflect the society's low risk appetite, good asset quality, solid capitalisation, stable funding
and strong liquidity. The ratings also reflect the limited franchise of Skipton and the concentration of its business
model on the UK housing market.
TESCO PERSONAL FINANCE GROUP PLC (TPFG) AND TESCO PERSONAL FINANCE PLC (TPF)
https://www.fitchratings.com/site/pr/10106117
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TPFG's ratings reflect a modest banking franchise within a large and concentrated UK market but also benefits
from the bank's collaboration with Tesco PLC. The ratings also reflect the group's healthy asset quality,
diversified revenue streams and sound capitalisation, which are counterbalanced by a focus on higher-risk
unsecured credit and price-sensitive funding.
VIRGIN MONEY UK PLC AND CLYDESDALE BANK PLC
Virgin Money UK's ratings reflect the group's sound asset quality, strengthened capitalisation and stable funding
and liquidity, as well as the execution risks associated with the acquisition of Virgin Money.
YORKSHIRE BUILDING SOCIETY
Yorkshire's ratings reflect conservative underwriting standards, healthy asset-quality indicators, capitalisation
and leverage that are commensurate with the society's risk profile and a stable funding and liquidity profile. The
ratings also consider a modest franchise, an undiversified business model and slightly weaker profitability
compared with peers'.

RATING SENSITIVITIES

ALL BANKS AND SUBSIDIARIES (BAR METRO BANK)
The sensitivities of these banks' IDRs remain unchanged from those stated in the most recent rating action
commentaries on each bank. All else equal, a disruptive 'cliff-edge' departure by the UK from its trading
relationship with the EU could also result in a negative rating action on some or all of the banks, most likely with
Negative Outlooks being assigned.
In addition, on 15 November 2019 Fitch published an exposure draft of its Bank Rating Criteria, which includes
proposals to alter our approach to notching operating company ratings. If the final criteria are published in line
with the exposure draft, the IDRs of some operating companies that are currently not notched above their
holdco's VRs could be upgraded by one notch if we conclude that resolution plans are likely to result in external
senior creditors being protected and avoiding default if the group fails.
METRO BANK PLC
The ratings of Metro Bank are sensitive to its ability to stabilise profitability, maintain satisfactory capital ratios
and healthy asset quality, as well as to ongoing access to wholesale debt and capital markets to meet
regulatory requirements. The ratings could be downgraded if deposit outflows pick up or if liquidity diminishes to
such an extent that Fitch no longer considers it to be able to absorb additional liquidity stresses.
The ratings could also be downgraded if severe shortcomings in risk controls or in corporate governance are
uncovered. Metro Bank's Outlook may be revised to Stable if the bank' new strategy presents credible
prospects of a return to profitability without increasing risk appetite. Evidence of strengthened risk controls
would also be positive. An upgrade is unlikely in the near-term, but over time could arise if the bank
demonstrates the ability to build capital through earnings, asset-quality resilience in a weakening economic
environment, continues to grow its deposit franchise and shows improved access to wholesale funding.
Metro Bank's subordinated debt rating could be downgraded by one notch if final criteria are published in line
with the exposure draft.
The latest rating action commentaries on each bank and the exposure draft are available at
www.fitchratings.com
https://www.fitchratings.com/site/pr/10106117
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ESG Considerations

Unless otherwise disclosed in this section, the highest level of ESG credit relevance is a score of 3. This means
ESG issues are credit-neutral or have only a minimal credit impact on the entities, either due to their nature or
to the way in which they are being managed by the entities.
Metro Bank
Metro Bank has an ESG Relevance Score of 4 for Corporate Governance due to weaknesses Fitch has
identified, particularly in terms of board independence and control oversight, which we consider are currently
weaker than at higher rated peers. Actions are being taken to rectify this but until improvements filter through,
we have assigned a 4 ESG Relevance score for 'governance structure'. This has a negative impact on the
credit profile, and is relevant to the ratings in conjunction with other factors.

Additional information is available on www.fitchratings.com
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Endorsement Policy

DISCLAIMER

ALL FITCH CREDIT RATINGS ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS. PLEASE
READ THESE LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS BY FOLLOWING THIS LINK:
HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/UNDERSTANDINGCREDITRATINGS. IN ADDITION, RATING
DEFINITIONS AND THE TERMS OF USE OF SUCH RATINGS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE AGENCY'S PUBLIC
WEB SITE AT WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM. PUBLISHED RATINGS, CRITERIA, AND METHODOLOGIES
ARE AVAILABLE FROM THIS SITE AT ALL TIMES. FITCH'S CODE OF CONDUCT, CONFIDENTIALITY,
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST, AFFILIATE FIREWALL, COMPLIANCE, AND OTHER RELEVANT POLICIES
AND PROCEDURES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THE CODE OF CONDUCT SECTION OF THIS SITE.
DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS RELEVANT INTERESTS ARE AVAILABLE AT
HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/SITE/REGULATORY. FITCH MAY HAVE PROVIDED ANOTHER
PERMISSIBLE SERVICE TO THE RATED ENTITY OR ITS RELATED THIRD PARTIES. DETAILS OF THIS
SERVICE FOR RATINGS FOR WHICH THE LEAD ANALYST IS BASED IN AN EU-REGISTERED ENTITY
CAN BE FOUND ON THE ENTITY SUMMARY PAGE FOR THIS ISSUER ON THE FITCH WEBSITE.

COPYRIGHT

Copyright © 2019 by Fitch Ratings, Inc., Fitch Ratings Ltd. and its subsidiaries. 33 Whitehall Street, NY, NY
10004. Telephone: 1-800-753-4824, (212) 908-0500. Fax: (212) 480-4435. Reproduction or retransmission in
whole or in part is prohibited except by permission. All rights reserved. In issuing and maintaining its ratings and
in making other reports (including forecast information), Fitch relies on factual information it receives from
issuers and underwriters and from other sources Fitch believes to be credible. Fitch conducts a reasonable
investigation of the factual information relied upon by it in accordance with its ratings methodology, and obtains
reasonable verification of that information from independent sources, to the extent such sources are available
for a given security or in a given jurisdiction. The manner of Fitch's factual investigation and the scope of the
third-party verification it obtains will vary depending on the nature of the rated security and its issuer, the
requirements and practices in the jurisdiction in which the rated security is offered and sold and/or the issuer is
located, the availability and nature of relevant public information, access to the management of the issuer and
its advisers, the availability of pre-existing third-party verifications such as audit reports, agreed-upon
procedures letters, appraisals, actuarial reports, engineering reports, legal opinions and other reports provided
by third parties, the availability of independent and competent third- party verification sources with respect to
the particular security or in the particular jurisdiction of the issuer, and a variety of other factors. Users of Fitch's
ratings and reports should understand that neither an enhanced factual investigation nor any third-party
verification can ensure that all of the information Fitch relies on in connection with a rating or a report will be
accurate and complete. Ultimately, the issuer and its advisers are responsible for the accuracy of the
information they provide to Fitch and to the market in offering documents and other reports. In issuing its ratings
and its reports, Fitch must rely on the work of experts, including independent auditors with respect to financial
statements and attorneys with respect to legal and tax matters. Further, ratings and forecasts of financial and
other information are inherently forward-looking and embody assumptions and predictions about future events
that by their nature cannot be verified as facts. As a result, despite any verification of current facts, ratings and
forecasts can be affected by future events or conditions that were not anticipated at the time a rating or forecast
was issued or affirmed.
The information in this report is provided "as is" without any representation or warranty of any kind, and Fitch
does not represent or warrant that the report or any of its contents will meet any of the requirements of a
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recipient of the report. A Fitch rating is an opinion as to the creditworthiness of a security. This opinion and
reports made by Fitch are based on established criteria and methodologies that Fitch is continuously evaluating
and updating. Therefore, ratings and reports are the collective work product of Fitch and no individual, or group
of individuals, is solely responsible for a rating or a report. The rating does not address the risk of loss due to
risks other than credit risk, unless such risk is specifically mentioned. Fitch is not engaged in the offer or sale of
any security. All Fitch reports have shared authorship. Individuals identified in a Fitch report were involved in,
but are not solely responsible for, the opinions stated therein. The individuals are named for contact purposes
only. A report providing a Fitch rating is neither a prospectus nor a substitute for the information assembled,
verified and presented to investors by the issuer and its agents in connection with the sale of the securities.
Ratings may be changed or withdrawn at any time for any reason in the sole discretion of Fitch. Fitch does not
provide investment advice of any sort. Ratings are not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security.
Ratings do not comment on the adequacy of market price, the suitability of any security for a particular investor,
or the tax-exempt nature or taxability of payments made in respect to any security. Fitch receives fees from
issuers, insurers, guarantors, other obligors, and underwriters for rating securities. Such fees generally vary
from US$1,000 to US$750,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent) per issue. In certain cases, Fitch will rate
all or a number of issues issued by a particular issuer, or insured or guaranteed by a particular insurer or
guarantor, for a single annual fee. Such fees are expected to vary from US$10,000 to US$1,500,000 (or the
applicable currency equivalent). The assignment, publication, or dissemination of a rating by Fitch shall not
constitute a consent by Fitch to use its name as an expert in connection with any registration statement filed
under the United States securities laws, the Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 of the United Kingdom,
or the securities laws of any particular jurisdiction. Due to the relative efficiency of electronic publishing and
distribution, Fitch research may be available to electronic subscribers up to three days earlier than to print
subscribers.
For Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan and South Korea only: Fitch Australia Pty Ltd holds an Australian financial
services license (AFS license no. 337123) which authorizes it to provide credit ratings to wholesale clients only.
Credit ratings information published by Fitch is not intended to be used by persons who are retail clients within
the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001
Fitch Ratings, Inc. is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as a Nationally Recognized
Statistical Rating Organization (the "NRSRO"). While certain of the NRSRO's credit rating subsidiaries are
listed on Item 3 of Form NRSRO and as such are authorized to issue credit ratings on behalf of the NRSRO
(see https://www.fitchratings.com/site/regulatory), other credit rating subsidiaries are not listed on Form NRSRO
(the "non-NRSROs") and therefore credit ratings issued by those subsidiaries are not issued on behalf of the
NRSRO. However, non-NRSRO personnel may participate in determining credit ratings issued by or on behalf
of the NRSRO.

SOLICITATION STATUS
The ratings above were solicited and assigned or maintained at the request of the rated entity/issuer or a
related third party. Any exceptions follow below.

Endorsement Policy
Fitch's approach to ratings endorsement so that ratings produced outside the EU may be used by regulated
entities within the EU for regulatory purposes, pursuant to the terms of the EU Regulation with respect to credit
rating agencies, can be found on the EU Regulatory Disclosures page. The endorsement status of all
International ratings is provided within the entity summary page for each rated entity and in the transaction
detail pages for all structured finance transactions on the Fitch website. These disclosures are updated on a
daily basis.

https://www.fitchratings.com/site/pr/10106117
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Fitch Updates Terms of Use & Privacy Policy
We have updated our Terms of Use and Privacy Policies which cover all of Fitch Group's websites. Learn more.

https://www.fitchratings.com/site/pr/10106117
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